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482a Tuesday, February 18, 2014ensembles and relate them to the observed variation in activity. The generated
ensembles of Y21H and P26L mutants of vasopressin and Q23T and
Q23T,P26G mutants of oxytocin reveal significant population shifts compared
to the wild type peptides. Here we present the classification of these populations
based on the distribution of radius of gyration and deformation of the tocin ring,
and attempt to relate the structural changes to the experimentally determined
peptide activity and carrier protein binding affinity.
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It is not fully understood how the evolution of intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs) differs from that of ordered proteins. It is currently thought that IDPs are
capable of performing diverse roles in the body due in part to their dynamic
nature. The formation of transient secondary structures by IDPs allows them
to explore their environment and interact promiscuously with several ordered
proteins. To explore the role of dynamics in IDP evolution we used our broad
ensemble generation with reweighting method to generate ensembles of struc-
tures for the disordered protein p53 and naturally occurring mutants. We then
used anisotropic network modeling to quantify the dynamics of these proteins
and found a reduction in the root-mean-squared fluctuations for mutant struc-
tures compared to wildtype. Our results suggest that IDPs are under selective
pressure to maintain high levels of structural dynamics.
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Amyloid-b, an intrinsically disordered protein, forms amyloid fibrils in the
brains of patients with Alzheimer’s disease. A recent study suggests that fibrils
can catalyze the formation of neurotoxic soluble oligomeric species. We there-
fore explored the folding free energy landscape of Amyloid-b42 using exten-
sive molecular dynamics (>50 ms) coupled with umbrella sampling. We find
that fibril elongation occurs through a funnel-shaped, downhill free energy
pathway, and we identify a key on-pathway intermediate that involves the inter-
action of a beta hairpin with the fibril core. Furthermore, an analysis of the
minimum-energy pathway suggests two potential mechanisms by which fibrils
can act as catalysts for soluble oligomer formation: 1) pre-existing fibrils pro-
vide a nucleation site at which the local concentration of monomers is increased
and; 2) fibril elongation involves monomeric intermediates that can be incorpo-
rated into soluble oligomers. These data provide the first detailed mechanistic
description of the elongation of amyloid b fibrils and provide a link between the
disordered free monomeric protein on the one hand and the folded fibrillar state
on the other. In addition, they suggest a rational drug design strategy that aims
to stabilize the fibril-associated hairpin conformation in order to prevent elon-
gation of pre-existing fibrils.
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Alzheimer’s disease has been identified as a neurodegenerative disorder asso-
ciated with protein misfolding due to the aggregation of monomeric beta-
amyloid proteins (Ab) to form fibrillar plaques. Experimental attempts to
chemically analyze the structure of Ab protofibrils and elucidate the mecha-
nism of fibril formation have yet to reveal much about the molecular etiology
of AD, due to the low solubility and non-crystalline nature of Ab. It has been
shown experimentally that the DE22-Ab1-39 (Japanese) mutation of b-amyloid
leads to production of typical Ab fibrils essentially instantaneously, much faster
than the fibril formation in wild-type (WT) Ab1-40. To better understand the
fibril-forming mechanism of the Japanese mutant peptide, we ran several
long all-atom explicit water molecular dynamics simulations of the mutant
and WT structures starting from NMR Alzheimer’s b-amyloid fibrils (PDB-
ID: 2LMN, 2LMO, 2LMP, 2LMQ). The NMR data suggest two different
configurations of the fibrils consisting of either two- or three-stacks. Our WT
simulations show that the two-stack model is energetically the most stable
configuration; both stacks twist around their central axis in a cooperative
manner to form a helical structure without any separation between strands.In contrast, monomers rapidly separate from the top and bottom of the three-
stack systems. Simulations with just one-stack from either the two- or three-
stack systems display the same twist motion, but monomers from the top and
bottom of the stack start to separate. These observations suggest that the
two-stack system is the most stable nucleation unit. Japanese mutants built
for the one-stack system starting from WT protofibril models remain more
stable (~150 kcal/mol) throughout our simulations compared to the WT one-
stack system. This might explain the almost instantaneous fibril formation
observed for the DE22-Ab1-39 mutation.
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We present a study of the length-dependent statistical mechanical behavior of
monomeric polyglutamine tracts over a broad range of repeat lengths, using
implicit solvent as well as novel replica exchange based explicit solvent molec-
ular dynamics techniques that allow for drastic conformational change in pep-
tides of these sizes. First, these methodological changes were validated by
comparison with conventional simulations, then equilibrium thermodynamic
models were fit to simulation data, showing a crossover from alpha helical
structure to either beta sheet rich or disordered structures with increasing mono-
mer length, depending on the choice of solvent model.
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Flexible and dynamic encounter complexes associated with coupled folding
and binding can promote rapid molecular recognition of intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs). Weak non-specific interactions between an IDP and its binding
partner encourage enhanced binding rates through fly-casting, reduced orienta-
tional entropic costs, and long-lived encounter complexes associated with flex-
ible binding partners. Here, we use coarse-grained native-centric simulations to
investigate how desolvation barriers between the binding partners influence
coupled folding binding kinetics of an IDP (pKID) to its target (KIX). We
compare the free energy binding surface and kinetics for models with and
without desolvation barriers between pKID and KIX for a range of flexibilities.
We find that desolvation barriers leads to enhanced cooperativity of the coupled
folding and binding over models without desolvation. Furthermore, when des-
olvation barriers are present, the simulated binding rate is over an order of
magnitude faster when pKID is unfolded in the unbound. The sensitivity in
binding rate to the flexibility of pKID can be understood, in part, by the ability
of a flexible binding partner to overcome desolvation barriers locally while
rigid proteins must overcome them collectively.
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The intrinsically disordered protein (IDP) in the unbound state is so flexible that
it does not adopt a unique structure. IDP may exploit this flexibility to function
as a signaling molecule, switching on and off the signal by binding to and
unbinding from the target molecule, considering that the binding/unbinding
kinetics is largely affected by the flexibility. For example, it has been suggested
that the flexibility enhances the binding rate by the fly-casting mechanism.
However, some counter evidences have been reported, so the role of the
flexibility on the fly-casting mechanism is still controversial. To address this
problem, we examined the effect of two different types of flexibilities that
were computationally imparted to IDP to which the one-bead (Ca) Go-like
model was applied; one is by softening the backbone rigidity and the other is
by weakening the native contact. We used pKID (kinase inducible domain of
CREB) as a model of IDP. pKID folds upon binding to the partner protein,
KIX. We calculated the potential of mean force as a function of distance
between pKID and KIX. We found that the backbone-originated flexibility
and the native-contact-originated one exhibit different results. The native-
contact-originated flexibility yielded larger capturing radius and faster binding,
consistent with the fly-casting, but the backbone-originated one did not. The
strength of the interaction between IDP and the target was also shown to
play a critical role. As for unbinding, the backbone-originated flexibility desta-
bilized the bound state more effectively, leading to faster unbinding. Therefore,
